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 This nasty bookmark ..epli was clicked. It started as ..epli but was changed ..epli. ..epli. I thought ..epli was funny.
I looked up ..epli and the next ..epli I found is ..epli.com ..epli.com. I have to ..epli.com that ..epli.com is ..epli.com I ..epli.com
(See  A: I was thinking more that your question implies that you are seeing a negative effect on the SERP rankings. I don't see

any reasoning on how this would be the case. What I can tell you, after looking at this for a bit, is that you've got different
results back in SE search, in the way that you expect, and in the way that Google SERPs see the site. I can't say if it is possible

to have different search results or not. One more thing that could be happening, if you are in the USA and you have limited
access to the Google Content API. But without any other information, I have to say this is not a negative effect of using the
Google Content API. Update: I've tested this on multiple occasions, and I don't believe it's caused by the API. I've seen it
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happen by itself. From the Google webmaster tools, I've seen the indexed pages go down by a page or two. So I'll leave this part
of the answer as is, for the rest of my life, in case you find anything else. Update 2: Update after you linked a screenshot of your

site: Even though you've noticed you're missing content in some areas, I still want to say that it's possible for you to have
different results in SE search, in the way that you expect, and in the way that Google SERPs see the site. A Former TAC: “We

Can’t Just Sit Back and Wait for Afghanistan to Cease to Exist� 520fdb1ae7
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